Abstract
Tibetan word segmentation research began in the late 1990's, but only very few researchers are working in this field and the research work was in very preliminary stage. Researchers, like Yu Shiwen, Chen Yuzhong, from the Institute of Computational Linguistics, Peking University, Jiang Di, from Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and Yu Hongzhi, Qi Yukun, Lu Yajun from Northwest University for Nationalities, have carried out some exploration and research, and summed up several Tibetan segmentation rules and strategy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the main results are as follows:
In [3, 6] , it does some research on some critical issue in Tibetan word segmentation, and then designs a Tibetan language segmentation and word input system based on maximum matching algorithm.
In [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , the author summarizes Tibetan word segmentation rules, mainly including Tibetan verb categorization rules, case-auxiliary words and continuous features, and etc. These rules can be used as guideline for word segmentation.
We can take above research as a study guideline and reference for Tibetan word segmentation. But so far, still no effective Tibetan word segmentation system is available. The main difficulties of Tibetan word segmentation are as follows:
(1) There is no blank space between Tibetan words. In order to achieve better segmentation, we need to make use of grammatical rules and semantic information assistance.
(2) Till now, there is no Tibetan word segmentation specification and standard. (3) Tibetan electronic dictionary is still in construction stage.
Tibetan Automatic Word Segmentation Scheme

The features of Tibetan
Analysis on case grammar theory
Case grammar theory is an important rule in Tibetan. The traditional Tibetan grammar is composed of case-auxiliary words and continuous features. Tibetan case-auxiliary words are not so many, but they are used in a high frequency. The commonly used case-auxiliary words are in the following:
Syllable segmentation features
Tibetan syllable is composed of consonant letters, minimum one and maximum seven. Syllables are separated by the sound node.
Sentence segmentation features
Tibetan texts only use a few syntactic symbols or punctuations to separate sentences. These symbols include single-down symbol or blank space when a Tibetan word exists in the last sentence.
Special symbols in Tibetan
In Tibetan texts, there are some special symbols which are used commonly but are not conform to Tibetan syntax rules, such as quotation marks, question mark, ellipsis, dash, parentheses, and etc.
To sum up, there are many features and rules in Tibetan which are helpful to Tibetan word segmentation. Therefore, through analyzing the Tibetan syntactic rules and sentence symbols, we can extract the useful information to construct word segmentation rule-base.
Tibetan word segmentation method and strategy
Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes a Tibetan word segmentation strategy and method, as shown in figure 1 . 
Construction of electronic dictionary
The construction of Tibetan electronic dictionaries is the first step to corpus handling and processing. In this paper, we found the following Tibetan electronic dictionary.
(1) Tibetan basic words dictionary: we select "Tibetan and Chinese Dictionary" (upper and lower) edited by Zhang Yisu, which is a comprehensive dictionary, collects more than 53,000 words.
(2) Tibetan special words which are separated by two kinds: one is case-auxiliary word, the other is Tibetan named entity, which is used to identify these special words. We collect Tibetan names from "Common Tibetan Name and Palace Name Dictionary", edited by Chen Guansheng, and published in Foreign Languages Press, 2004. This dictionary contains 10,470 personal names and place names, which can be used for Tibetan name recognition. Moreover, we collect 3,119 names from the corpus.
(3) Establishment of the common ancient surnames base, which has 35 terms. (4) Collection of the common Chinese translation names, which has 68 terms. (5) Establishing common country name and city name dictionary, which include 216 terms. Meanwhile, in the construction of directory, its attributes do not only include entries, but also include word frequency and other attributes. The word frequency is from "Modern Tibetan Frequency Dictionary", which contains 34,141 words, the total word frequency is 11,159,150 [10] . For the word not included in the dictionary, we get the frequency through segmenting 162 texts (1059K).
Scheme and realization of Tibetan word segmentation
The method of Tibetan word segmentation proposed in this paper is described as follows:
Step 1: using punctuation and special symbols to separate sentences.
Step 2: using case grammar theory to separate sentence into sub-chunks. Because of Tibetan's special features, only using case-auxiliary words to separate chunks has some mistakes, we need to use continuous features to identify case-auxiliary words in sentences. Through this method, the sentence is divided into chunks. This method needs to construct case-auxiliary words base and continuous features rules base.
In this step, there may be the following problems:
(1) There are no syllable symbols between some case-auxiliary words and their front words. We call these words abbreviated words. To these words, we can not find them by processing symbols, but we can process in code unit to solve this problem.
(2) There are some case-auxiliary words, such as , which need using restoration method to get the right result.
Step 3: using dictionaries matching method and statistical method to identify words.
(1) Using reverse directional maximum matching method to match string in chunk with dictionary. (2) The ambiguity words are the difficulty of word segmentation. To this problem, we can use bi-directional scanning and statistical method to identify and segmentation, detailed in section 4.
(3) For the unknown word, such as person names, place names, organization names, we can identify them by constructing special word base, using statistical model and rules, detailed in section 5.
Through the above three steps, we realize Tibetan word segmentation.
Tibetan Overlapping Ambiguity Word Processing
Ambiguity is an important reason to affect the word segmentation accuracy. Ambiguity usually has two types, one is overlapping ambiguity, and the other is combinatorial ambiguity. Suppose A , B , C are strings. In the string ABC , if A , AB , BC , C are all words, ABC is a overlapping ambiguity. In the string AB , if A , AB , B are all words, AB is a combinatorial ambiguity.
In paper [11] , we state the number of Tibetan ambiguities. Tibetan overlapping ambiguity strings are account 87.95% in the total ambiguities. In this paper, we propose the method of Tibetan overlapping ambiguity words processing based on the analysis of Tibetan characteristics.
Recognition of overlapping ambiguity words
Generally, we use the forward-backward matching method to recognize the overlapping ambiguity words. If the results are different, we consider the string is ambiguities. Example 1 shows the method.
Example 1: (Four Minority dresses.) This sentence has two segmentation ways:
(Minority/four/dress) Second: (People/four types/dress) Obviously, the first segmentation result is correct, but the second is wrong. To this example, we can recognize the ambiguity using forward-backward matching method. The segmentation result using forward maximum matching algorithm is:
(Minority/four/dress) The segmentation result using backward maximum matching algorithm is:
(People/four types/dress) Obviously, the correct segmentation result of this sentence is using forward maximum matching algorithm.
Overlapping ambiguity word segmentation
In the Tibetan disambiguation processing, we use the improved maximum probability algorithm to segment overlapping ambiguity words. We use word frequency ( ) f w to substitute the word probability ( ) P w , so the maximum probability of the string W is
. For the overlapping ambiguity words, we use dynamic programming method to find an optimal route as the ambiguity segmentation result from all of the segmentation routes.
Step 1: getting the frequency ( ) f w of overlapping ambiguity word w from the dictionary. Step 2: for computing easily, we convert the frequency ( ) f w of overlapping ambiguity word to log ( ) f w (ten-bottom base), so the equation
is transferred to the following.
where ' ( ) log ( ) P W P W  .
Step 3: finding the maximum of ' ( ) P W , which is the optimal route, the respective segmentation result is the final result.
Next, we use the method to example 1, the processing is the following. 
( ) log( ( )) log 84050 log 93 6.888
, so the optimal route is ' ( ) P W , which is the forward maximum matching result.
Otherwise, there exits one situation, some words frequency are ( ) 0 f w  . For this situation, log( ( )) f w   , so the computing results will be wrong. Therefore, we improve the maximum probability algorithm. When ( ) 0 f w  , we use the following processing method, described in table 1. 
Analysis and Recognition of Tibetan Names
Through surveying corpus from seven comprehensive Tibetan webs (shown in table 2), we find in Tibetan texts, Tibetan names and translation of Chinese names have higher frequency. This paper mainly focuses on recognition of these two kinds. 
Characteristics of Tibetan names
In modern Tibetan texts, Tibetan usually has no surnames. But in some large family or ancient literatures, surnames are reserved. Tibetan names usually include the following forms.
(1) Surname characteristics Tibetan surnames usually are single or dual-surname, and from family name, temple, title, origin place, region or other characteristic string forms. For example, is a name composed by and (first name). (2) Naming characteristics Tibetan names are usually combinations from Buddhism, animal names, nature species, associated names of four elements (water, fire, soil, wind), birth date, and so on. Table 3 shows the naming characteristics of Tibetan names. 
Characteristics of Chinese translation names
Translation of Chinese names usually uses transliteration, not literal translation. For example, Wang Wei is translated to , and Zhang San is translated to .
Feature set of Tibetan names
Selection and application of features is the key of Tibetan name recognition. In this paper, we extract some naming rules and features, which are divided into three types: internal features of names, contextual features and boundary features of names. Tibetan names contain a lot of high frequency words, such as , . Although these words often appear in the names, many words can also be used as part of common words, which makes ambiguous conflict between Tibetan names and common words, and blurs the border around name and context. In this paper, we use relative frequency ratio method to extract the features of words used in Tibetan names. Through stating the probability of words used in Tibetan names, we can get the high frequency words used in Tibetan names. The equation (2) shows the computing method. 
Internal feature of names
W is included in high frequency word base. In this paper, we get high frequency word base, which includes 102 terms.
Contextual feature of names
In the sentence, there are some situations, such as " (Tibet Autonomous Region) *** ". In this situation, it has high possibility that the following word of is a name. So we collect these features, and establish country name dictionary and common city name dictionary.
Boundary feature of names
The former boundary feature words usually appear in front of names, such as the person's title, occupation, glorified, and kinship, and so on. These words are frequently close to the names, so they are useful to recognize names. Such as (teacher), (professor), and so on. We establish boundary features vocabulary, which includes 110 terms
Recognition steps of Tibetan names
The recognition method is shown in figure 2 . Through the following steps, we recognize the Tibetan names. 
Experimental Results and Analysis
We are using 900 sentences (10480 words) as sample, which are from the dynamic corpus of Tibet Webs, described in table 2. With case-auxiliary word segmentation method, the total wrong segmentation word number is up to 1433, and the accuracy is 86.3263%, where case-auxiliary related wrong word is 574, about 40.05 of total wrong words. With the method stated in this paper, the total wrong segmentation word number reduces to 636, and the accuracy increases to 93.9313%, where case-auxiliary related word segmentation number reduces to 207, accounting 32.54 of total segmentation error. Major error type and result is in table 4, case-auxiliary words error result in table 5, ambiguity words processing result and Tibetan name recognition result are in table 6 and 7. Table 5 shows that the method proposes in this paper is avoiding the case-auxiliary word segmentation error efficiently, and reducing the auxiliary word segmentation error rate.
Meanwhile, in table 6, it is proved that the improved maximum probability method is effective. There are 187 overlapping ambiguity words in test corpus. The result using the method proposed in this paper is better than other two methods. Moreover, the main reason of the 31 errors is the following.
(1) Some words frequency is not included in "Modern Tibetan Frequency Dictionary". For these words, we get the frequency through segmenting 162 texts (1059K). So these words frequency maybe not accurate, this is a main reason.
(2) For the three-chain-length or more-chain-length overlapping ambiguity words, it can not be recognized by bilateral scanning identification method.
In table 7, it is proved that the recognition method of Tibetan names is effective. But there are still some pending issues:
(1) We only include 110 boundary feature words, it is not enough to recognition of Tibetan names. This is a main error cause. So we will extract more boundary feature information in the future work.
(2) For the high frequency words used in Tibetan names, it has still some errors in ambiguous conflict between Tibetan names and common words.
Conclusion
So far, there is no mature method for Tibetan automatic word segmentation. This paper is investigating on Tibetan word segmentation, and some method and strategy is worked out to improve segmentation efficiency and correctness. Besides, some segmentation errors due to some particular case-auxiliary words, continuous feature judgment, recognition of three-chain-length overlapping ambiguity words and recognition of Tibetan names, place names, can still be found during segmentation. We will be conducting further investigation on these issues.
